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Last month Athena Electrical installed a 2.26kwp Solar PV system for Dan and Jennifer on their
home in Leytonstone.    Their solar system was the very first in Europe to benefit from the 25
year product warranty recently introduced by Panasonic.    Here’s what they have to say about
their experience...

“It was wonderful to hear that we were the first people in Europe to obtain an extended warranty
for our Panasonic VBHN285SJ40 solar panels.     

We chose the Panasonic VBHN285SJ40 panels after a very long discussion with our
designer/installer Athena Electrical.

 There were several things we had to review, for example roof size, orientation, power
requirements, etc.  Athena were great and put up with a lot of questions on the best solution.     

We have 8 panels installed with 4 panels below a dormer and 4 above utilising SolarEdge
Optimisers to maximise solar production.    The panels, as well as supplying electricity for the
house, supply power to our water storage unit via a Solic 200 Hotwater diverter.   
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Treading Lightly

ABOUT US    We moved into a 3 bedroom house in East London in September 2016, and our first thoughtswere how to reduce our impact on the environment, it is important to us to tread lightly on thisearth, it is not about saving money (that is a pleasant side effect) but helping the planet is key.     As well as installing the panels we have changed all the halogen spotlights in the house withnew LED lights and now all our lighting in the house is either LED or energy efficient.  Eventhough we are very ecologically minded having the solar panels has made us start to think in anew way about our energy use and we hope that this will further drive our need for electricitydown.  At the moment after only a few months we have reduced our demand on electricity fromthe grid by 50%Tags:  
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